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Hello Your Name,
We are pleased to submit the following Solar Feasibility Study for your home located at 123 You St. Yourtown, City, CA. We're
excited to share with you that Going Solar appears to be a very lucrative opportunity, given the information we have. Below you
will find some basic projections about how Going Solar might impact your household. These are generalized estimates modeled
with preliminary information and a few assumptions, but we're confident that Going Solar is right for you. We can easily get much
more scientific about analyzing your particular energy situation, and accurately model Energy Production Simulations and Cash
Flow Projections. Schedule a Site Survey today to get more specific information and a detailed Proposal - (209) 334-6666.

System Size

System Cost

If your Average Bill Amount is $150
then you will likely need between:

With a Roof Mount Installation, your NET
Installed Cost would likely be:
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$12,281

Solar Modules for Your Home!
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Environmental Impact
A Solar PV System this size would sequester
enough CO2 to equal the effect of planting

$13,074

917

(After Federal Tax Incentives)

Trees over a 20 year period!

Electric Bill Savings

PV System Performance
20 Year Energy Production: 132435

A system this size should reduce
your Monthly Power Bill between:

$113

&

Performance Guarantee: 25 Years

$176

In the First Year!

Assumptions

Over 20 Years we expect this system
range to generate an average of

These estimates are based on the following criteria:
1.) You are a PG&E Customer, 2.) You own your Home, 3.) You have an open roof
surface that faces South or West, 4.) There is very little shading throughout the most
of the day and/or most of the year, 5.) You can make use of a Federal Tax Credit, &
6.) Utility rates will continue to increase at the rate of 4.99% annually.

$50,293
in total electric bill savings...

Your NET Savings over 20 Years would be approximately:

$36,488
Your Solar Savings over Time

Financial Metrics

20 Year Return on Investment:
287%

Annualized ROI:
14.4%

Breakeven During Year:
7

Net Present Value:
$12821

The Next Step:
Contact us to schedule a Site Survey, where we can verify some assumptions, and get accurate Usage History Data from your
Utility so we can reverse engineer a Solar Energy System customized for your needs - and then provide you with a more accurate
Model of what Going Solar should look like for you, including Cash Flow Simulations!
We can also discuss Solar Investment Options if you don't want to invest your own capital, we do offer Zero Down Financing.

Contact Us Today for More Information: (209) 334-6666
Disclaimer: The statements made herein are estimates based on broad assumptions and averages, and may not reflect your actual energy production and/or savings.

